1 Introduction

Copular clauses are a minor sentence type in which the contentful predicate is not a verb, but some other category like AP, NP or PP. In some languages there is no verbal element at all in these clauses; in other languages there is a verbal copula joining the subject and the non-verbal element. Copular clauses (of the verbal and of the non-verbal kind) come in a great variety of forms and intuitively seem to express different kinds of information. The English examples in (1) provide a first illustration of the range of variation.

(1) a. Emily is a carpenter.
   b. What Harvey did next was wash himself thoroughly.
   c. Electronically is usually fastest. [Partee 1986:ex. (5g)]
   d. That’s my brother.
   e. Red is my favorite color.
   f. My favorite color is red.
   g. The only thing we couldn’t agree on was whether we should go to France first.

This article is structured around three central questions in the investigation of copular clauses. The first question, which I will call the taxonomy question, is how many kinds of copular clauses there are. Intuitively the copular clauses in (1) are different in various respects (and the list could easily be expanded) and the taxonomy question is whether any of these differences are significant enough to posit distinct types of copular clauses and if so, which types exist. I address this question in section 2 by discussing the four-way taxonomy proposed by Higgins (1979).

The second question relates to the copula itself: what is its semantic contribution and is its contribution the same in all copular clauses? I will call this the copula
question and various answers to it are discussed in section 3. The copula question is connected to the taxonomy question in that positions that distinguish several different copulas also distinguish several types of copular clauses. The opposite, however, is not necessarily true. It is possible to distinguish several types of copular clauses while maintaining an unambiguous copula, which is one reason for separating these two questions in the first place.

The final question concerns CONNECTIVITY EFFECTS, which is the term used in the literature for the unusual distribution of pronouns, R-expressions, negative polarity items and other elements in certain copular clauses. The copular clause in (1b) above provides an example of this: the reflexive pronoun himself appears to not be locally c-commanded by its antecedent Harvey. The connectivity question is how this unusual distribution is best accounted for. Section 4 reviews the main candidate answers from the literature. The relationship between the connectivity question and the taxonomy and copula questions is perhaps less obvious than the relationship between the latter two, but there is a connection. Connectivity effects is one of the phenomena that have been used to argue for the existence of a particular subtype of copular clauses, namely the specificational type. Thus the existence of connectivity effects points to a positive answer to the taxonomy question. Whether connectivity effects also point to the existence of multiple copulas, and hence to a positive answer to the copula question, is less clear. Some accounts of connectivity effects (e.g. Schlenker 2003) relies on the existence of a specificational copula that is distinct from the copula found outside specificational clauses. Other accounts of connectivity effects (e.g. Jacobson 1994) assume a single, semantically uniform copula.

The connectivity question is important for two reasons. First, it bears directly on the syntactic and semantic analysis of the copular clauses that exhibit connectivity, i.e. specificational copular clauses. Second, it potentially has consequences for the general theories of binding, variable binding, NPI licensing and opacity, since connectivity effects involve noun phrases (reflexive pronouns, non-reflexive pronouns, and R-expressions) that appear to not to obey Principles A, B and C of the Binding Theory, bound pronouns that appear to not stand in the normal relationship to their binder, negative polarity items that appear to not obey the normal licensing conditions, and opaqueley interpreted NPs that appear to not be local to an intensional predicate. One possibility is that appearances are misleading and that these items are in fact licensed (or prohibited) in the normal way though it is obscured by the special syntax of specificational copular clauses. Another possibility, though, is that these apparent counter examples to the principles of Binding Theory, variable binding, NPI licensing, and semantic selection are real and hence that these general principle must be rethought. Both positions have been taken and both will be discussed in section 4.

As with any overview article, certain difficult decisions had to be made as to which material to include and which to set aside. In addition to narrowing the thematic scope of the article to the three questions outlined above, I also made the decision to focus on English copular clauses. This is a serious limitation, both because there is significant cross-linguistic variation in the form and properties of copular clauses and
because some of the most important work on copular clauses is on languages other than English. However, I found that it was impossible to do justice to this variation and literature within the scope of this article. Two further limitations deserve mention. Even with the thematic narrowing defined by the three questions, there is more literature than can be included here. Thus I will not be able to discuss several important works on the taxonomy and copula questions, including Halliday (1967), Declerck (1988), and Rothstein (2001). I urge the reader to consult these independently. Finally, I will focus on copular clauses of the form ‘NP be NP’. To some extent, this choice reflects a bias in the literature. However, it should be recognized that the copula, at least in many languages, is truly cross-categorial and hence that the real scope of inquiry is ‘XP be XP’ (or ‘XP XP’ for languages that lack a copula, though excluding regular verbal predication). The cross-categoriality of the copula is touched upon in section 3.4. English *be* has a variety of other uses (including progressive, passive, and modal uses) which will also not be discussed here. Existential clauses (*There is a cat outside the door*) are discussed in article 79.

## 2 A Taxonomy of Copular Clauses

Much work on the syntax and semantics of copular clauses takes as its starting point the taxonomy proposed in Higgins (1979:204–293), which distinguishes four types of copular clauses:  

(2) **Predicational**

   a. The hat is big.
   b. The hat/present/thing I bought for Harvey is big.
   c. What I bought for Harvey is big.

(3) **Specificational**

   a. The director of *Anatomy of a Murder* is Otto Preminger.
   b. The only director/person/one I met was Otto Preminger.
   c. Who I met was Otto Preminger.

---


2Higgins uses the term identity clause, but the term equative is more common in the literature and I use it here. Other taxonomies of copular clauses have been proposed e.g. by Declerck (1988) and by Halliday (1967), but they have had less influence at least in the formal semantic tradition and I leave them aside here. Some logically-oriented taxonomies distinguish class membership (*Sally is a teacher*), class inclusion (*The whale is a mammal*), and identity (*Cicero is Tully*). A two-way distinction between ascriptive (≈ predicational) and specifying/identifying/identificational/equational clauses (≈ the union of the remaining three categories in Higgins’ taxonomy) appears to be common in grammars (e.g. Huddleston and Pullum 2002), and typological studies (e.g. Pustet 2003).
The taxonomy is based on intuitions as well as detailed observations about English copular clauses. The intuition about predicational clauses is that they predicate a property of the subject referent. In this respect they are like non-copular clauses, though they obviously differ from these in that the property is contributed entirely by the post-verbal element (which following Higgins I call the predicate complement). Intuitively, the other three kinds of copular clauses do not involve predication. Equatives, as the name suggests, equate the referents of the two expressions flanking the copula. Neither is predicated of the other. Specificational clauses involve valuing of a variable: the subject expression sets up a variable (the x that directed Anatomy of a Murder in (3a)) and the post-copular expression provides the value for that variable. Identificational clauses are different again, in that they typically involve a demonstrative subject and according to Higgins “are typically used for teaching the names of people or of things” (p. 237). Each of these are discussed on more detail in the following four subsections.

A note on terminology: the examples in (2c) and (3c) are pseudoclefts, which are characterized by having a wh-clause as one the terms flanking the copula. Thus (2c) is a predicational pseudocleft, and (3c) a specificational pseudocleft. The examples in (2b) and (3b) do not involve a wh-clause, but their subjects contain a headed relative clause. As far as I can tell, there is no name for these in the literature, but I draw attention to them here, because at various points in what follows (especially in section 4 on connectivity) it is useful to distinguish these from pseudoclefts, and from “plain” copular clauses, like the ones in (2a), (3a), (4), and (5). While plain copular clauses, pseudoclefts, and copular clauses with a headed relative clause differ in form, there is consensus in the literature from Higgins and onwards that the taxonomy applies to all forms of copular clauses, and that we should seek an analysis of predicational and specificational clauses that generalizes across these form differences.

2.1 Equatives

While equative clauses, especially of the sort in (5b) have been the object of much attention in the philosophical literature, their linguistic status is somewhat murky. Some languages have been argued to lack equative clauses altogether (Adger and Ramchand 2003 make this claim for Scottish Gaelic), and to resort to more elaborate locutions (like be the same person as in English) to express what (5b) expresses. Similarly, Geist (2007) argues that there are no monoclausal equatives in Russian.
Instead, equation is mediated, syntactically and semantically, by a demonstrative pronoun. Even within English, it must be noted that outside special cases, like *Muhammad Ali is Cassius Clay*, *Mark Twain is Samuel Clemens*, and (5b), main clause equatives involving two names are difficult to contextualize (try *Sylvia is Louise*). However, embedding under a propositional attitude verb (*Tanya thinks that Sylvia is Louise*) alleviates this for reasons discussed in Berg (1988). Equatives of the form in (5a), where one NP is a pronoun and the other a name, are easier to contextualize: they are natural answers to *Who is who?* in a situation where individuals can be identified both by name or by sight, as is the case for instance at a conference (see Aloni (2001:13–15) for relevant discussion).

In both kinds of equatives, the issue of non-referential uses of names arises. In one reading of (5b) involves strongly referential use of both names: the speaker and hearer are both acquainted with Tully, under the name *Tully*, and with Cicero, under the name *Cicero*, but the hearer does not know that they are in fact the same individual. In that scenario, (5b) would be informative about the world. In other cases though, equatives seem to provide information about the language, in particular the names of people. In those cases, (5b) is understood roughly as ‘the person you know as Cicero is also called Tully’. Similarly, (5a) is informative and natural in a context where the hearer does not know Sylvia Obernauer or does not know her vividly enough in Kaplan’s sense. Consistent with these observations, there is a strand of work that argues that no copular clause in any language is truly equative (Moro 1997, den Dikken 2006, Adger and Ramchand 2003) and even apparently symmetrical clauses like like (5b) are in fact asymmetrical (in the epistemic sense described above or in some other way) and instances of predication.

On the other hand, Heycock and Kroch (1999) argue from examples like (6)–(7) that equatives are a productive clause type, at least in English:

(6) a. Your attitude toward Jones is my attitude toward Davies.
   b. My attitude toward Davies is your attitude toward Jones.

(7) Honest is honest.

They emphasize the symmetry of these clauses and liken them to coordination in that respect (p. 378, fn. 9). Like coordination, equatives seem to require two elements of the same type and to allow the two to occur in either order, as in (6).

Other terms used for equatives in the literature include identity clause and equational clause.

### 2.2 Predicational clauses

The subject of a predicational clauses is typically a referential NP (8), though quantificational expressions are also allowed (9):

---

3There is a very large philosophical literature on this, which cannot be reviewed here. For discussion of the linguistic issues see Groenendijk et al. (1996).
(8) Harvey/my brother/the guest of honor/she was happy.

(9) Everyone/no one was happy.

One indication that the subject is referential in (8) is that it pronominalizes with a
gendered pronoun, just like a referential subject of a non-copular clause does (the
assumption that the pronoun of a tag question is controlled by the subject of the
tagged clause is discussed and defended in Mikkelsen (2005:70–72)):

(10) The guest of honor was happy, wasn’t she/he/*it?

(11) The guest of honor spoke after dinner, didn’t she/he/*it?

Similarly, quantificational subjects pronominalize with they, as they do in non-copular
clauses:

(12) Everyone was happy, weren’t they?

(13) Everyone went to the graduation, didn’t they?

The predicate complement can be an AP, as in (8) and (9), or a PP, DP or NP:

(14) Sylvia is [from Seattle].

(15) Sylvia is [an architect].

(16) Sylvia is [the architect on that project].

(17) Sylvia is [my friend].

(18) Sylvia is [mayor of Seattle].

Evidence that these predicate complements are semantically predicative comes from
two observations. First, they can be targeted by VP ellipsis:

(19) a. Sylvia is the architect on that project, but I wish she wasn’t.

   b. What I bought for Harvey is fragile, but what I bought for Sally isn’t.

Second, the elements that flank the copula in predicational clauses can express a
proposition without the copula in embedded contexts (as long as the restrictions
imposed by the embedding verb or preposition are obeyed):

(20) I consider [Sylvia my best friend].

(21) With [Sylvia absent], there isn’t much point in continuing this discussion.

(22) With [Sylvia the only available candidate], there isn’t much point in con-
tinuing this discussion.
This is not true for other kinds of copular clauses; here the copula is needed (Rothstein 1995):

(23) I consider [my best friend *(to be) Sylvia]. [specificational]

(24) With [the only available candidate *(being) Sylvia], there isn’t much point in continuing this discussion. [specificational]

(25) I believe [that *(to be) Sylvia]. [identificational]

(26) I believe [her *(to be) Sylvia]. [equative]

In terms of information structure, predicational clauses are open to any kind of topic-focus articulation (Partee 2000).

Other names for predicational clauses in the literature include ascriptive and ascriptional.

2.3 Specificational clauses

The term specificational derives from the intuition that these clauses are used to specify who (or what) someone (or something) is, rather than to say anything about that person (or entity). Thus (27) is used to say who directed a particular movie, not to say something about that person:

(27) The director of *Anatomy of a Murder* is Otto Preminger.

Intuitively, we can say (with Akmajian 1979) that the subject phrase introduces a variable (the x such that x directed *Anatomy of a Murder*) and the predicate complement provides the value for that variable. Higgins himself likened specificational clauses to a list where the subject provides the heading for the list and the predicate complement the item(s) on the list. The list analogy is perhaps clearer with plural examples like those in (28):

(28) a. The people on the webpage committee are Keith, Sharon and Line.
   b. What I need is a hammer, some sand paper, and a staple gun.

Given the preceding discussion of equative and predicational clauses in terms of symmetry and referentiality, the profile of specificational clauses can be characterized as in (29).\(^4\)

\(^4\)To the extent that (some) equatives are asymmetric, their asymmetry patterns with predicational, rather than specificational clauses: it is the element following the copula that receives a non-referential interpretation rather than the subject. Thus in an example like *Muhammad Ali is Cassius Clay*, the asymmetric reading involves a non-referential reading of *Cassius Clay*, not of *Muhammad Ali*. This can be seen by considering the most faithful paraphrase of the asymmetric reading, which is *Muhammad Ali is also called Cassius Clay*, not *Muhammad Ali is another name for Cassius Clay* or *Cassius Clay is also called Muhammad Ali*. 
Evidence from the non-referential status of the subject of specificational clauses comes from pronominalization:

(30) The director of *Anatomy of a Murder* is Otto Preminger, isn’t it?

(31) The director of *Anatomy of a Murder*, that’s Otto Preminger.

Strikingly, the subject of a specificational clause pronominalizes with the pronouns *it* and *that* as opposed to the gendered pronouns *he* and *she*; compare (30) to (10) above. (In (30) the pronoun is in a tag question and these are known to be controlled by the subject of the tagged clause; in (31) the pronoun is controlled by the left-dislocated subject.) As argued at length in Mikkelsen (2005:64–86), this is evidence that the subject of specificational clauses is non-referential.

I have, deliberately, been using the term referential without defining it. There are several proposals in the literature as to what the relevant notion of (non-)referentiality is. Some are semantic, some pragmatic. On the semantic side, Mikkelsen (2005) and Geist (2007) propose that the relevant notion of referentiality is that expressed in Partee’s (1987) family of NP types. In particular, referential is identified with type e, and non-referential with type ⟨e,t⟩ (or ⟨s,⟨e,t⟩⟩). This semantic analysis fits naturally with a syntactic analysis of specificational clauses in which they involve movement of a predicative NP across the copula (the so-called predicate inversion analysis originally proposed by Moro (1997) and defended recently by den Dikken (2006)). Mikkelsen adopts this syntactic analysis for Danish and English and Geist assumes it for Russian (though she rejects it for English). Romero (2005) and Comorovski (2007) agree with Geist and Mikkelsen that the referential post-copular NP is type e (at least for what Romero calls Reading A, which is what is relevant here), but argue that the hallmark of a specificational subject is that it is intensional, in particular that it denotes an individual concept, i.e. a function of type ⟨s,e⟩. Comorovski (2007) adds the requirements that the individual concept be non-rigid and indirectly contextually anchored via a referential expression inside the specificational subject. Thus for Romero and Comorovski the asymmetry is one of intensionality, not “predicativity”. Intensionality also plays a role in Alexiadou and Giannakidou’s (1999) analysis, albeit a different role. They propose (p. 7) that specificational clauses equate co-extensive sets where the set denoted by the subject is given in predicate notation (\{x|P(x)\}), i.e. intensionally, and the set denoted by the postcopular phrase in given in list notation (\{a,b,c\}), i.e. extensionally. Finally, Mueller-Reichau (2007) suggests that specificational subjects denote kinds. Moving into the domain of pragmatics, several authors have

---

With the exception of Heller (2005), Mikkelsen (2005), and Geist (2007), these works make claims only with respect to referentiality in specificational clauses. A subset of the analyses of specificational clauses discussed in the text are succinctly summarized in Schlenker (2003:167, table (17)).
proposed that specificational clauses are like question–answer pairs (Ross 1972b, den Dikken et al. 2000, Schlenker 2003), with the question-denoting element preceding the copula and its answer following the copula. The most thorough implementation of this line of analysis is provided by Schlenker (2003). Using Groenendijk and Stokhof’s (1997) analysis of questions, according to which the extension of a question is a proposition, Schlenker analyzes specificational clauses as propositional equations (cf. the title of his paper). Thus the pragmatic (and syntactic) asymmetry is neutralized at the level of semantic types: the pre-copular and post-copular XPs are both type \((s,t)\). Under Schlenker’s analysis there are two things that distinguish specificational clauses from equatives: only the former involves equation of propositions (equatives equate elements of other types, including type \(e\)) and only the former have a question–answer structure. (The analyses of Schlenker (2003) and den Dikken et al. (2000) are discussed further in section 4.1.) There is another strand of work arguing that semantically specificational clauses involve equation of individuals, just like (true) equatives do and that the difference between them is not at the level of semantic types, but rather along some pragmatic dimension. Heycock and Kroch (1999, 2002) suggest that the relevant dimension is an information-structural one: specificational clauses are equatives with a particular information structure, one where the GROUND is constructed entirely from the subject phrase (in essence creating the variable-defining expression envisioned by Akmajian and discussed in connection with (27) above), and the focus falls on the post-copular expression (in line with early observations by Akmajian (1979) and Higgins (1979)).

Heller (2005) agrees with Heycock and Kroch that specificational clauses are pragmatically asymmetric (and semantically symmetric), but she proposes that the relevant pragmatic dimension is **discriminability**. Equi-extensional terms may be more or less discriminate: typically, proper names are more discriminate than definite descriptions with contentful nouns, which in turn are more discriminate than definite descriptions with bleached nouns (like *thing*, *place*, *person*), which in turn are more discriminate than free relative clauses. Specificational clauses, as opposed to equatives and to predicational clauses, exhibit rising discriminability: the precopular expression is less discriminate than the postcopular expression. In the end Heller is unable to provide a definition of discriminability, but her study nonetheless offers valuable insights into the nature of specificational clauses. Heller’s work is also important because she draws attention to the relevance of pragmatic factors other than topic and focus, which have dominated the literature since Higgins (1979). Another avenue of investigation that seems promising is to examine specificational clauses (and other copular clauses) within the Question Under

---

6Related pragmatic proposals have been made within the analyses that assume that specificational clauses are semantically asymmetric. Mikkelsen (2005:134–161) suggests that the (semantically predicative) subject of a specificational clause is topic, in the sense of relatively Discourse-Old, aligning specificational clauses with the inversion constructions studied by Birner (1996). Geist (2007) argues that specificational clauses are topics in Reinhart’s (1981) sense, i.e. aboutness topic. Both assume that the post-copular element is focus, though neither make any further claims about what kind of focus is involved.

7I say typically, because according to Heller the actual discriminability of a given NP is determined by the state of the common ground, in Stalnaker’s (1978) sense, of the discourse in which it is used.
Discussion framework developed by Roberts (1996) and Büring (2003) and to characterize the asymmetry of specificational clauses in terms of which (implicit) questions they are answers to. As far as I know, this work has not been done.

Specificational clauses exhibit other important properties. Probably the most famous one is connectivity and section 4 is devoted to that. Higgins (1979:298–328) also points out a series of restrictions on specificational pseudoclefts: the focal (i.e. post-copular) item cannot be extracted or deleted; nothing can be moved out of the post-copular element; subject-auxiliary inversion is not possible; the copula must be finite and cannot be gapped; the tense of the copula must agree with the tense of the verb in the wh-clause (tense harmony); sentential adverbials, “straight” negation and tag questions are not allowed. Predicational pseudoclefts are not subject to these restrictions. Most of them do not hold of plain specificational clauses either, which indicates that these restrictions should not be pinned on the notion of specification itself. Perhaps for this reason, these restrictions have received less attention in the subsequent literature, though den Dikken et al. (2000) and Sharvit (2003) are important exceptions.

There is one further distinction associated with specificational pseudoclefts that should be mentioned here. In the examples given above, the wh-clause precedes the copula (see e.g. (3c)). However, it is also possible for the wh-clause to follow the copula while maintaining a specificational reading:

(32) Otto Preminger was who I met.

(33) Important to himself is what John is. [den Dikken et al. 2000:ex. 2b]

den Dikken et al. (2000) argue that such reversed pseudoclefts constitute a separate subtype of specificational clause (their Type B). den Dikken et al. show that Type B pseudoclefts exhibit different properties from unreversed pseudoclefts (their Type A) and propose that the two involve different syntactic derivations. Following the literature, I will continue to focus on Type A, that is specificational pseudoclefts where the wh-clause precedes the copula.

Another term for specificational is specifying.

2.4 Identificational clauses

Identificational clauses are characterized by having a demonstrative pronoun or demonstrative phrase in the subject position. Some of Higgins’ examples (from pp. 237–239, and 244) are given in (34). Note that the demonstrative must be understood as having deictic, not anaphoric, reference (Higgins 1979:220, 224, 245).

(34) a. That (man) is Joe Smith.
   b. That (woman) is the Mayor of Cambridge.
   c. That (place) is Boston.
   d. That’s a teacher who has been helping me with my polynomials.
According to Higgins the subject of identificational clauses is referential, while the predicate complement is ‘Identificational’ (the meaning of the latter term is unclear to me). As regards their function, Higgins says (p. 237) that these sentences are “typically used for teaching the names of people or of things”. This function is easy to contextualize for the examples in (34a–c). Imagine that you are at a party with your friend. You don’t know anyone, but your friend does, so she starts filling you in, using (34a) and (34b) together with a discrete nod of her head.\(^8\) Similarly, imagine that you are looking out the window from an airplane and you see a city beneath you which you identify as Boston. Then you can use (34c), together with a pointing motion, to share this piece of information with your travel partner.\(^9\)

Identificational clauses can also be used as responses to questions for more information about an individual. An example is (34d) used as a response to (35).

(35) John? Who’s that? \[H (84) 244\]

Here we imagine a prior mention of John by the speaker of (34d). The name was not enough to satisfy the speaker of (35), hence the request for more information in (35).

There is another type of copular clauses which Higgins does not discuss, but which might be considered identificational. These are like the clauses in (34), except that the subject is not a demonstrative but the pronoun it:

(36) a. It is Joe Smith.
   b. It is the Mayer of Cambridge.
   c. It is Boston.

These are called truncated clefts by Hedberg (2000:898) based on their similarity with the it-clefts in (37), see also Declerck (1988:124–139), Büring (1998:42–47), Mikkelsen (2007) and references cited there.

(37) a. It is Joe Smith who is standing over there.
   b. It is the Mayer of Cambridge who is by the bar.
   c. It is Boston that we see underneath us.

Demonstrative that and this also participate in untruncated clefts (Hedberg 2000:891,898ff; Birner et al. 2007).

(38) a. That is Joe Smith who is standing over there. \[H (53), 237\]
   b. That is the Mayor of Cambridge who is at the bar. \[H (64), 239\]
   c. This is Boston that we see underneath us. \[H (56a), 238\]

\(^8\)This use seems very similar to one described for equatives like (5a) in section 2.1 above.

\(^9\)In the Boston case it is not so clear that you are teaching your travel partner the name of the city. She might very well know that there is a city called Boston, she might even have been there and have a significant amount of knowledge about Boston — she just fails to recognize the blob beneath you as that place. It is unclear to me whether this reading should be classified as identificational or equative.
According to Hedberg (2000:898–904), the choice between it and that depends on discourse pragmatic factors, in particular the cognitive status of the content of the cleft clauses.

Overall, identificational clauses have received less attention in the subsequent literature than the other members of Higgins’ taxonomy and when they are discussed it is typically with the aim of showing that they do in fact not form a separate category (Sharvit 2003:387–391, Heller 2005:193–199, Mikkelsen 2005:118–130).

2.5 What is the taxonomy a taxonomy of?

The presentation above mostly relied on the surface characteristics of the different kinds of copular clauses. An important question though, one that Higgins himself struggled with (pp. 204–208, 360), is what exactly the taxonomy is a taxonomy of. Higgins’ somewhat vague, answer was that it is a taxonomy of “functions” of copular clauses. Later research has provided three broad answers to this question. One is that the taxonomy categorizes semantic species of copular clauses: each species is distinguished by the meaning of its pieces and/or their semantic composition. This approach thus posits different meanings for the elements flanking the copula and possibly, though not necessarily, also different meanings for the copula itself. Though quite different from each other, I would include the analyses of Partee (1986), Rothstein (2001), and Schlenker (2003) in this category. Another strand of research, which includes Heggie (1988), Moro (1997), and den Dikken (2006) argues that there is a single, semantically uniform, underlying structure for copular clauses, and that the varieties catalogued by Higgins are different surface realizations of this underlying copular structure. Under this conception the taxonomy classifies surface syntactic configurations. A third position is that the taxonomy is a taxonomy of syntax-semantics alignments which is further conditioned by information structure (Mikkelsen 2005, Geist 2007, and to some extent Heller 2005). This is an issue that deserves further consideration, especially in regards to the notion of construction (Kay and Fillmore 1999).

2.6 Reducing the taxonomy

While Higgins’ taxonomy has been the starting point of much work on copular clauses over the past three decades, it has not been universally accepted. Several researches have argued that one or more of the four categories are spurious and should be collapsed with some other category. Heycock and Kroch (1999) and den Dikken (2006) have argued that the distinction between specificational and equative clauses is spurious, though they differ in which category they take to be real: Heycock and Kroch propose that specificational clauses are a subtype of equatives, whereas den Dikken categorizes both as specificational. Mikkelsen (2005:118–130) maintains the distinction between specificational and equative clauses, but suggests that the identificational class be eliminated. Her proposal is that identificational clauses with a pronominal subject (like That/It is Joe Smith) are in fact specificational, whereas identificational clauses with a phrasal demonstrative subject (That man is Joe Smith)
are equative. Birner et al. (2007) take issue with this reclassification and instead group all identificational clauses with equatives. Both of these proposals thus yield a three-way distinction between predicational, specificational, and equative clauses. Heller (2005:198ff) tentatively proposes to reduce Higgins’ taxonomy even further. She suggests, with Heycock and Kroch (1999), that specificational clauses are a subtype of equative, and, in a novel move, that identificational clauses should be grouped with predicational clauses. This leaves just two types of copular clauses: predicational clauses and equative clauses.

3 The meaning(s) of the copula

A natural question to ask in the light of Higgins’ taxonomy is whether the different kinds of copular clauses involve different copulas. The most extreme positive answer would hold that each of the four clause types involve a different copula; thus there would be a copula of equation, a copula of predication, a copula of specification, and a copula of identification. As far as I know, no one has defended this position, though one could perhaps argue that this position is implicit in Higgins’ proposal. Weaker positive answers have been defended in the literature, in particular that there are two copulas and that there are three. In opposition to both of these positions there is a substantial body of work arguing that there is only one copula. For ease of reference, I will refer to these positions as the 3-be, 2-be, and 1-be positions, respectively. As will become clear, this division is somewhat artificial since the specific proposals within each category are quite different in spirit and in detail and some proposals do not fall unambiguously into one category. Nonetheless, the division helps structure the material in this section. It should also be noted that this section does not aim to exhaust the literature on the meaning of the copula, though it does aim to convey the range and variety of proposals that have been put forth.

3.1 3-be positions

I do not know of any works that explicitly argue for a 3-be position, but it is implicit in Schlenker (2003), Romero (2005), and Comorovski (2007). These authors posit a specificational copula and argue that it is different from the copula found in equatives. Whereas the equative copula typically equate individuals (though see section 3.4 below), the specificational copula equate propositions (according to Schlenker), or equate an individual with the value of an individual concept applied to the world of evaluation (according to Romero and Comorovski). (See specific denotations in Romero (2005:715, (67a)) and Comorovski (2007:72, (49))).

Since neither the equative or specificational copula can reasonably be assumed to be involved in predicational clauses (for reasons made clear by Geach 1962), these

\footnote{In particular, she proposes (p. 197) that Higgins’ identificational clauses are “predicational sentences in which the post-copular phrase is an essential property that is assumed to be new information, so the entity denoted by the pre-copular phrase has to be picked out by an expression that does not presuppose this property”.
}
analyses effectively entail the existence of three semantically distinct copulas.

3.2 2-be positions

Echoing Russell (1919:119), 2-be positions draw a distinction between a contentful copula of identity and a essentially meaningless copula of predication. The denotations in (39) and (40) are representative:

\[(39) \quad \llbracket \text{be}_{\text{ident}} \rrbracket = \lambda x\lambda y[y = x] \]
\[(40) \quad \llbracket \text{be}_{\text{pred}} \rrbracket = \lambda P\lambda x[P(x)] \]

2-be positions differ, however, in their assumptions about the distribution of these two copulas across the clause types distinguished by Higgins (1979). Mikkelsen (2005) assumes that the copula of identity is found in equatives and that the copula of predication is found in both predicational and specificational clauses. (Recall from section 2.6 above that in that account, Higgins’ identificational class is split up and distributed into the equative and specificational classes.) The assumption that the same copula is involved in predicational and specificational clauses goes hand in hand with the predicate inversion analysis of the latter. In contrast, Heller (2005) assumes that the identity copula is found in equative and specificational clauses, whereas the copula of predication is used in predicational and identificational clauses.

3.3 1-be positions

The most influential 1-be position is the one put forth in Williams (1983) and further developed in Partee (1986). Williams (1983) proposes that be always takes one referential and one predicative element and that the semantic role of be is to predicate the latter of the former. What is unusual about be is that it may take these two arguments in either order: in a predicational clause the copula combines first with the predicative element to its right and then with the referential element in subject position; in a specificational clause the copula combines first with the referential element to its right and then with the predicative element in subject position.\(^\text{11}\) In effect this does requires two distinct denotations for the copula (one could posit a rule that derives one from the other, though in so far as that rule wouldn’t apply to any other lexical items nothing seems to be gained by such a move):

\[(41) \quad \begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad \llbracket \text{be} \rrbracket = \lambda P\lambda x[P(x)] \\
\text{b.} & \quad \llbracket \text{be} \rrbracket = \lambda x\lambda P[P(x)]
\end{align*} \]

If equative clauses like Cicero is Tully involve two referential elements, neither of the denotations in (41) can be used to compose these clauses. Partee (1986) argues

\(^{11}\)Williams (1983) and Partee 1986 thus agree with Mikkelsen (2005) and Geist (2007) that the subject of a specificational clause is semantically predicative, though they do not assume that this comes about through predicate inversion in the syntax.
that this type-mismatch is resolved by type-shifting the post-copular NP. In particular, the type-shifter IDENT, a member of the family of type-shifters proposed in Partee (1987), applies to the denotation of Tully (represented as t) and derives the predicative denotation $\lambda y[y = t]$. This makes equatives type-identical to predicational clauses and the be in (41a) applies straightforwardly. Note that Partee’s analysis of equatives accords with the empirical observations about asymmetric equatives in footnote 4. Type-shifting (by ident, as well as the NOM and PRED operators proposed by Chierchia (1984)) is also involved in the composition of certain predicational and specificational clauses, including the predicational and specificational readings of ambiguous examples like What John is is unusual. Williams (1983) and Partee (1986) do not discuss identificational clauses, but if these are in fact not a separate category, but rather belong with one (or more) of the other three categories (as discussed in the previous subsection), then they are covered by Partee’s (1986) analysis. Geist (2007) follows Partee (1986) as far as predicational and specificational clauses are concerned, but suggests (§3.1) that the type-mismatch in equatives are resolved by type-shifting the copula itself. Concretely, Geist proposes that the be of predication in (41a) function composes with the identity function $\lambda u \lambda x[x = u]$. This yields a be of identity ($\lambda u \lambda x[x = u]$), which then combines with the two referential expressions. Heycock and Kroch (1999) assume that the two elements flanking the copula form a small clause underlingly and that the copula combines with this small clause. Thus, in contrast to the analyses of Williams, Partee, and Geist, the pre- and post-copular elements compose semantically without the mediation of the copula. In the case of predicational clauses, the composition of the small clause is straightforward: the type $\langle e, t \rangle$ element applies to type e element. In the case of equatives (which they take to include specificational clauses), Heycock and Kroch (1999:381–382) point to the existence of an equative small clause which, when embedded under a semantically vacuous copula, produces equative copular clauses. Under that view, the identity relation resides in a null functional head of the small clauses. Zamparelli (2000) also assume that all copular clauses are built around a small clause, but argues (pp. 226ff) that equatives involve an anomalous small clause configuration, in his terminology one that involves two Strong Determiner Phrases (SDPs). He suggests that there are two strategies for interpreting such small clauses. If the second SDPs involves a determiner, the REDUCE strategy applies, turning this SDP into a Predicative Determiner Phrase. If the second SDP cannot be reduced in this way, say because it is a proper name, the IDENTIFY strategy applies: the interpretational module coindexes the two SDPs and this co-indexing is later mapped onto the identity function $\lambda x \lambda y[x = y]$. All four 1-be analyses thus assume that (at least some) equatives involve an identity relation, but differ on how the identity relation enters the semantic composition. Geist (2007) is the only one that locates the identity relation in the (type-shifted) copula itself, which is important given the observation that equative readings are typically unavailable in embedded contexts without be (though see Heycock and Kroch (1999:381) for relevant discussion):
I believe [Cicero Tully]

Geist attributes the ungrammaticality of (42) to the fact that the identity relation is tied to the copula: no copula, no identity relation. Heycock and Kroch (1999) could perhaps appeal to subcategorization: if predicational and equative small clauses are headed by different functional heads, then the embedding verb could subcategorize for the former, but not the latter (see relevant data at the end of section 2.2). It is less clear to me how the analyses of Partee (1986) and Zamparelli (2000) could be extended to account for the ill-formedness of (42). Note that (42) is well-formed if the embedded clause is a full copular clause: I believe Cicero to be Tully.

3.4 Polymorphic be

Above I have concentrated on copular clauses of the form NP be NP and the meaning(s) of the copula that have been proposed for such clauses. However, the copula occurs with phrases of other categories, as the examples in (43) illustrate (these are borrowed from Partee (1986:355); see also Heycock and Kroch’s (1999) AP be AP example in (7) above).

(43)  
   a. To love is to exult.  
   b. From A to B is 600 miles.  
   c. Because he was out of money wasn’t his only reason.  
   d. Outside from one point of view may be inside from another.  
   e. Electronically is usually fastest.

This leads Partee (1986) to propose that the copula is polymorphic, in particular that “be takes arguments of types $\mathcal{X}$ and $\langle \mathcal{X},t \rangle$ for any type $\mathcal{X}$” (p. 355). The denotations in (41) instantiate this denotation schema for $\mathcal{X} = e$. Most other analyses are not as explicit about the polymorphism of the copula, but it seems to me that most of them can be extended along the lines drawn by Partee. For instance, the analyses of Romero (2005) and Comorovski (2007) could be generalized as follows.\footnote{More realistic type-assignments would have $\langle s,t \rangle$ in place of $t$. I maintain the extensional type here to bring out the similarity with Partee’s proposal.} Equative clauses equate expressions of like types for any type, hence equative be is of type $\langle \mathcal{X},\langle \mathcal{X},t \rangle \rangle$. Specificational be combines expressions of types $\mathcal{X}$ and $\langle s,\mathcal{X} \rangle$ and is of type $\langle \mathcal{X},\langle \langle s,\mathcal{X} \rangle,t \rangle \rangle$. Finally, predicational be combines expressions of types $\langle \mathcal{X},t \rangle$ and $\mathcal{X}$ (as proposed by Partee) and is itself of type $\langle \langle \mathcal{X},t \rangle,\langle \mathcal{X},t \rangle \rangle$.

One question that to my knowledge has not received much explicit attention in the literature is whether all four types of copular clauses in Higgins’ taxonomy exhibit equal degrees of freedom as regards the syntactic category and semantic type of the elements flanking the copula. This is relevant not only for deepening the understanding of the taxonomy itself, but also for evaluating the proposals regarding the meaning of the copula reviewed above. If the copula is equally polymorphic in
all four kinds of copula clauses, that would seem to support a 1-be position. If, on the other hand, there is variation in degree of polymorphism and if that variation lines up with the various subtypes of copular clauses, then that would seem to favor a multiple-be position.

4 Connectivity

Connectivity in copular clauses refers to the phenomenon where an element is present or interpreted in a way that is normally associated with a certain syntactic configuration seemingly without that configuration obtaining. Four kinds of connectivity effects figure in the literature: binding theory connectivity (for Principles A, B and C), bound variable connectivity, negative polarity item (NPI) connectivity, and opacity connectivity. The first three concern phenomena that are usually taken to involve c-command, whereas opacity connectivity concerns semantic selection, which is typically taken to require sisterhood. The examples in (44)–(49) illustrate the four kinds of connectivity. In each case, the a. example is a specificational clause exhibiting the relevant type of connectivity, the b. example is a non-copular clause in which the elements under consideration stand in their standard structural relationship (c-command within a certain domain or sisterhood), and the c. example is a non-copular clause in which they do not.

(44) Principle A
   a. What Harvey\textsubscript{i} did next was wash himself\textsubscript{i} thoroughly.
   b. Harvey\textsubscript{i} washed himself\textsubscript{i} thoroughly.
   c. *Before Harvey\textsubscript{i} left, Miriam washed himself\textsubscript{i} thoroughly.

(45) Principle B
   a. *What Harvey\textsubscript{i} did next was wash him\textsubscript{i} thoroughly.
   b. *Harvey\textsubscript{i} washed him\textsubscript{i} thoroughly.
   c. Before Harvey\textsubscript{i} left, Miriam washed him\textsubscript{i} thoroughly.

(46) Principle C
   a. *What he\textsubscript{i} did next was wash Harvey\textsubscript{i} thoroughly.
   b. *He\textsubscript{i} washed Harvey\textsubscript{i} thoroughly.
   c. Before he\textsubscript{i} left, Miriam washed Harvey\textsubscript{i} thoroughly.

(47) Bound variable connectivity\textsuperscript{14}

\textsuperscript{13}Higgins (1979) used the term “connectedness”, but since Kayne used this term for an unrelated concept, the term “connectivity” has become standard and I will use it throughout.

\textsuperscript{14}Some speakers find (47c) grammatical, which raises questions about the c-command requirement on variable binding and hence the import of examples like (47a).
a. What every tennis player loves is his racket.
b. Every tennis player loves his racket.
c. *After every tennis player left the court, someone picked up his racket.

(48) NPI connectivity

a. (They found a lot of interesting things at the house, but) what they didn’t find was any photos from his childhood.
b. They didn’t find any photos from his childhood.
c. *Even though they didn’t look very hard, they found any photos from his childhood.

(49) Opacity connectivity (Halvorsen 1978)

a. What they are looking for is a nanny.
b. They are looking for a nanny.
c. The one they are looking for found a nanny (no de dicto reading)

While connectivity effects are canonically associated with pseudoclefts, as in the a. examples above, most connectivity effects are also found in specificational clauses where the subject is a headed relative clause and some connectivity effects, the ones involving binding, are also found when there is no relative clause at all. (In the latter case, the binder occurs as the possessor in the subject DP.)

(50) The thing he did next was wash himself/himself/John thoroughly.

(51) The thing we didn’t find was any photos from his childhood.

(52) His biggest worry is himself/himself/John

There are three broad approaches to explaining connectivity, which I will refer to as the ellipsis approach, the logical form approach, and the semantic approach.\textsuperscript{15} As we will see each of them is associated with a different analysis of specificational clauses. Furthermore, the semantic approach is revisionist (to use Schlenker’s (2003) term) in the sense that c-command is rejected as a requirement for NPI licensing and binding, and sisterhood as a requirement for semantic selection, contra mainstream assumptions. The other two approaches maintain the standard theories of binding, NPI licensing, and selection and propose that the relevant syntactic configurations do obtain, though they are not observable at the surface.

4.1 The ellipsis approach

The account of connectivity effects under the ellipsis approach is beautifully simple: the distribution and interpretation of the relevant elements in the post-copular phrase (pronouns, R-expressions, NPIs, and de dicto indefinites) are licensed exactly the way they generally are, but the syntactic licensing relationships are obscured by ellipsis. Thus the example exhibiting Principle A connectivity in (44a) has the structure in (53), where the post-copular expression is a full IP. That IP contains a subject which licenses the reflexive locally, but the subject (and the past tense) are ellided:

(53) What Harvey\textsubscript{i} did next was $[\text{IP } \text{he, past} \text{ wash } \text{himself, thoroughly}]$.

Similarly, principle Principle B connectivity (45a) and Principle C connectivity (46a) arise from the presence of a c-commanding, coindexed subject in the post-copular phrase, illicitly binding the pronoun (54) or R-expression (55):

(54) What Harvey\textsubscript{i} did next was $[\text{IP } \text{he, past} \text{ wash } \text{him, thoroughly}]$.

(55) What he\textsubscript{i} did next was $[\text{IP } \text{he, past} \text{ wash } \text{Harvey, thoroughly}]$.

The analysis extends straightforwardly to bound variable connectivity (56), NPI connectivity (57), and opacity connectivity (58):

(56) What every tennis player\textsubscript{i} loves is $[\text{IP } \text{every tennis player, loves his, racket}]$.

(57) What they didn’t find was $[\text{IP } \text{they didn’t find any photos from his childhood}]$.

(58) What they are looking for is $[\text{IP } \text{they are looking for a nanny}]$.

The challenge for the ellipsis account lies in motivating the semantic and syntactic assumptions necessary for this very simple and attractive account of connectivity effects: (i) that the precopular element is a question, at least semantically, (ii) that the post-copular phrase is syntactically a full IP, though part of it goes unpronounced and (iii) that there is a reasonable semantic composition that derives the intended meaning from the three parts. This challenge is taken up by Schlenker (2003) and den Dikken et al. (2000), and though their analyses and arguments differ, I discuss them together here. Assumption (i) breaks into three cases based on the (surface) form of the subject. When the subject is a $\text{wh}$-clause ($\text{what Harvey did next}$), the assumption is that this is an embedded interrogative as opposed to a free relative clause. (This is controversial; for arguments in favor of an embedded question analysis see e.g. den Dikken et al. (2000:71–81) and Schlenker (2003:168); for arguments in favor of a free relative analysis see e.g. Caponigro and Heller (2007:245–252)). When the subject contains a headed relative ($\text{the thing Harvey did next}$), the assumption is that this NP is the idiosyncratic spell-out of an underlying interrogative structure (den Dikken et al. 2000:82–3, Schlenker 2003:190). Finally, when the subject is an NP without a relative clause, as in $\text{Harvey, biggest worry is himself}$, the assumption is that this
NP is a concealed question in the sense of Baker (1968) and Heim (1979): a syntactic NP with the meaning of a question. Concealed questions occur in other syntactic contexts, including the complement position of predicates like know and tell, and proponents of the question–answer analysis count this as a point in their favor: if we need to derive question meanings for NPs independently of specificalional clauses and connectivity effects, then there is no cost to assuming such meanings for specificational subjects. Opponents of the question–answer theory (most notably Heller 2005 and Caponigro and Heller 2007) point out that while there is overlap between the set of NPs that can occur as concealed questions under verbs like know and tell and the set of NPs that can occur as specificational subjects, the two are not identical. This, they argue, is unexplained under the question–answer theory of specificational clauses.\footnote{Romero (2005, 2007) shows that the parallel distribution extends to the availability of a meta-linguistic question reading of the concealed question in addition to the regular question reading.}

The second assumption that must be justified under the ellipsis account of connectivity is that the post-copular element is a full IP underlyingly. The account of connectivity rests entirely on this assumption (see (53)–(58)). Perhaps the most direct evidence for this assumption comes from the possibility (for some speakers for some examples; den Dikken et al. 2000:45–46) of pronouncing the entire IP:

\begin{equation}
\text{What I did then was [I called the grocer].} \quad \text{(Ross 1972a:(39b))}
\end{equation}

Indirect evidence for the syntactic presence of a full IP comes from the fact that the post-copular element may vary in “size” and form in just the way a regular answer does. If such fragment answers are derived by ellipsis (Merchant 2004), it is natural to assume that the same ellipsis operations are at work in specificational clauses.

Finally, it must be shown how the copula, subject and predicate complement compose semantically to arrive at a proper meaning for specificational clauses. den Dikken et al. (2000) argue that specificational clauses are topic-comment structures and posit a syntax that reflects this: the copula is the spell-out of a functional head Top\textsuperscript{0}, which hosts the pre-copular element in its specifier and takes the post-copular IP as its complement. While no explicit semantic composition for this structure is provided, den Dikken et al. (2000:61–70) show that in addition to accounting for connectivity effects, it also provides explanations for the various other restrictions on specificational pseudoclefts identified by Higgins (1979:chapter 6) (see list at the end of section 2.3). Schlenker (2003) is more explicit about the semantic composition (but does not address the other restrictions). He proposes that the copula found in specificational clauses, be\textsubscript{spec}, equates propositions. Being a declarative IP, the post-copular phrase straightforwardly denotes a proposition. As for the subject, Schlenker (2003) adopts the semantics for questions proposed in Groenendijk and Stokhof (1997), according to which the extension of a question is a proposition, namely the unique, exhaustive, true answer to the question in the world of evaluation. The difference, \footnote{Heller (2005) and Caponigro and Heller (2007) argue that the parallel also breaks down cross-linguistically. There are languages (Macedonian is one) which exhibit connectivity effects in specificational pseudoclefts, but do not allow NPs with a question meaning under any predicate. What Heller 2005 and Caponigro and Heller 2007 fail to show is that Macedonian plain specificational clauses exhibit connectivity. Without this piece of the paradigm, the argument is incomplete.}
then, between specificalional clauses and equatives is that only the former equates propositions, in particular a question and its answer.

### 4.2 The logical form approach

In a certain, derivational sense the logical form account of connectivity is the inverse of the ellipsis account. Where the ellipsis account assumes that the relevant syntactic configuration is established at an early stage of the derivation (and is then later obscured by ellipsis), the logical form account, as developed by Heycock and Kroch (1999:388–394), posits that the relevant syntactic configuration is created at a very late stage in the derivation, one that Heycock and Kroch dub ‘logical form’. This stage is later than regular L(ogical)F(orm) and is derived from it by a special operation of $\iota$-reduction. They illustrate these assumptions by deriving the logical form for the specificalional sentence in (60) (which does not exhibit any connectivity effects).

(60) What Fiona bought was that ancient dictionary.

Like Schlenker (2003), H&K assume an equative semantics for specificalional clauses, but unlike Schlenker (2003) (and den Dikken et al. 2000), they take the wh-clause to be a free relative clause, and not an embedded question. In (60) the gap in the free relative is type e, and Heycock and Kroch assume that the free relative denotes an element of the same type as the gap, in particular the $\iota$-expression in (61), where $y$ is a variable over individuals and where the $\iota$-operator is defined as in (62).

(61) $\iota y[Fiona bought y]$  
(62) $\iota y[f(y)]$ denotes $a$ iff $f(a)$ AND $(\forall z)(f(z)$ iff $z \leq a)$  

The post-copular DP straightforwardly denotes an individual, and we thus arrive at (63), which is “a representation of the surface structure of [(60)] considered as a semantically interpreted object and hence … the starting point of the derivation of the sentence’s logical form” (p. 388).

(63) $\iota y[Fiona bought y]$ = ‘that old dictionary’  

$\iota$-reduction applies to (63) to yield (64c). As I understand it, there are three substeps to $\iota$-reduction. First, the $\iota$-operator is eliminated by applying the definition in (62). This yields (64a). Then the focus of the pseudocleft, i.e. the right-hand argument of the identity relation, substitutes for the $\iota$-bound variable, as shown in (64b). This substitution is licensed by the identity relation itself (Heycock and Kroch 1999:388). Finally, the second clause, which imposes maximality, is dropped.$^{18}$ (64c) is the resulting logical form.

---

$^{18}$The rationale that Heycock and Kroch offer for why the maximality clause can be dropped is somewhat involved. Towards the end of their paper (pp. 392–394), they recast $\iota$-reduction as a series of instructions for discourse interpretation within the spirit of dynamic Montague Grammar. In this alternative conception, $\iota$-reduction is part of the hearer’s information unpackaging. Thus logical form is a representation of the pragmatics of utterances, which in turn suggests that at logical form the (semantic) maximality clause is replaced by a pragmatic maximality requirement, which ultimately reduces to “a constraint on the interpretive procedure associated with free relative as a kind of definite expression” (p. 394).
(64)  

a. Fiona bought \( y \) AND (\( \forall z \)) (Fiona bought \( z \) iff \( z \leq y \)) = ‘that ancient dictionary’

b. Fiona bought that ancient dictionary AND (\( \forall z \)) (Fiona bought \( z \) iff \( z \leq \text{‘that ancient dictionary’} \))

c. Fiona bought that ancient dictionary

In essence, what is created at logical form for a specificational pseudocleft is the corresponding simple clause paraphrase. This goes a long way towards accounting for connectivity effects, because in the simple clause paraphrase the expected syntactic licensing relationship does obtain: compare the a. and b. sentences in (44)–(49) above. The final assumption that H&K must make is that logical form is the level relevant for binding, NPI licensing, and semantic selection. In support of this somewhat radical assumption, they point to the existence of connectivity effects in at least two discourse contexts: question–answer pairs (65) and discourse anaphora (66).

(65) A: What did Mary\(_i\) see?
   B: Herself\(_i\)/Her\(_{\ast i}\) in the mirror.

(66) There is something he\(_i\) still wants to commission; it’s a portrait of himself\(_i\)/him\(_{\ast i}\)/John\(_{\ast i}\).

In the example analyzed in (61)–(64) it is individuals that are being equated, but H&K point out that their analysis can be extended to specificational clauses with other types of foci, which is relevant for examples like (44)–(46) and (49) above, by allowing “the type of the \( \iota \)-bound variable to range over all the semantic types that free relatives can denote” (p. 383). Additionally, appropriate definitions of the \( \iota \)-operator must be provided for each of these types.

Finally, to account for connectivity in specificational clauses that do not contain relative clause, like (67) below and (52) above, Heycock and Kroch (1999:390) propose that “at the level of interpretation [i.e. LF; LM], a noun phrase like his claim in [67] must be represented in the same way as the free relative what he claimed [...] so as to be equally subject to \( \iota \)-reduction”.

(67) His\(_i\) claim was that John\(_i\) was innocent.

4.3 The semantic approach

The semantic approach to connectivity, as developed by Jacobson (1994), Sharvit (1999), Cecchetto (2000), and Heller (2002, 2005), holds that there is no hidden syntactic structure in specificational clauses, nor any post-LF transformations, and that the apparent lack of syntactic licensing (between antecedent and anaphor, between binder and variable, between negation and NPI, and between intensional predicate and opaque NP) is real. From this they draw the general conclusions that c-command is not a necessary condition for anaphor licensing, variable binding, or NPI licensing, nor is sisterhood required to license opaque readings of NPs. The task then is to explain why “unlicensed” reflexives, bound variable pronouns, NPIs, and opaque
NPs are possible in specification clauses, but (typically) not in non-specificational clauses.

Jacobson (1994) provides an account of bound variable connectivity in copular clauses, in particular the example in (68) (apart from the subject being a headed relative clause, rather than a wh-phrase this is like the tennis player example in (47a)):

(68) The woman who every Englishman loves is his mother.

Her account is couched in a variable-free semantics with a Categorial Grammar syntax and differs radically from the ones reviewed above: not only is there no c-command at any level of representation between every Englishman and his, in fact there is no binding relation between these two elements at all. Instead, the effect of binding that we observe in the relevant interpretation of this sentence (that it is true iff every Englishman loves his own mother) is the result of equating functional interpretations of the pre- and post-copular phrases. (Barker (2007:4–7) calls this “apparent binding”.) The relevant functional interpretations will be discussed in detail below, but intuitively (though not quite accurately) they are the function f such that for every Englishman x, x loves f(x) and the-mother-of function. Both are functions from individuals to individuals and (68) equates these functions.

The functional reading of his mother is derived as follows: the pronoun denotes the identity function on individuals, $\lambda x[x]$, as personal pronouns generally do in Jacobson’s variable-free semantics. Ordinarily the common noun mother denotes a relation between individuals (type $\langle e, \langle e, t \rangle \rangle$), but in this syntactic context it shifts to a type $\langle e,e \rangle$ meaning, namely the function mapping each individual into their mother: $\lambda x[\iota y[\text{mother}'(x)(y)]]$. The two functions compose and the result is that function that maps each individual into their mother, a.k.a. the-mother-of function:

\begin{align*}
(69) \quad \lambda x[\iota y[\text{mother}'(x)(y)]] \circ \lambda x[x] &= \lambda x[\iota y[\text{mother}'(x)(y)]]
\end{align*}

The semantic composition of the precopular phrase is more involved. Let’s first consider the interpretation of the verb in the relative clause. The ordinary meaning of love is a relation between individuals (i.e. type $\langle e, \langle e, t \rangle \rangle$), but it can shift to a type $\langle\langle e, e \rangle, \langle e, t \rangle \rangle$ meaning by rule z, which is defined in (70):

\begin{align*}
(70) \quad \text{Let } \alpha \text{ be an expression with meaning of type } \langle X, \langle e, Y \rangle \rangle. \text{ Then there is a homophonous expression } \beta \text{ with meaning of type } \langle\langle e, X \rangle, \langle e, Y \rangle \rangle, \text{ where } \beta' = z(\alpha'). \text{ The definition of } z \text{ is: For any function } g, z(g) = \lambda f[\lambda x[g(f(x))(x)]]
\end{align*}

(71) In (71), rule z is applied to love:

\begin{align*}
(71) \quad z(\text{love}') = \lambda f[\lambda x[\text{love}'(f(x))(x)]]
\end{align*}
The shifted meaning of \( love \) is “a relation between individuals and functions from 
individuals to individuals, such that to \( z(love) \) some function \( f \) is to be an \( x \) who 
stands in the ordinary \( loves' \) relation to \( f(x) \)” (p. 165). This achieves the effect of 
variable binding in a sentence like Every Englishman loves his mother. The object 
noun phrase \( his \) mother has the functional interpretation derived in (69) and hence 
is hence of the right type \( (\langle e,e \rangle) \) to combine with \( z(love') \). The resulting VP meaning 
is a function from individuals to truth values, which yields true for an individual \( x \) if 
\( x \) \( z \)-loves the-mother-of function, that is, if \( x \) loves the mother of \( x \). This VP meaning 
in turn can serve as the argument for the quantificational subject every Englishman 
and we arrive at the bound variable interpretation, namely that every Englishman 
has the VP property of \( z \)-loving the-mother-of function, that is the property of loving 
ones mother. Rule \( z \) thus effects binding by linking the pronoun in the object of \( love \) 
to a higher argument argument position, here the subject. It targets the pronoun 
inside the lower argument by requiring a functional interpretation for that argument 
(see the “lift” on the first argument of \( love \) from \( X \) to \( \langle e,X \rangle \) in (70)). Now back to the 
relative clause in (68). Here there is a gap in the object position of \( love \), namely the 
gap of relative clause extraction. Under Jacobson’s Categorial Grammar assumptions 
such gaps have no meaning at all. Nonetheless, \( love \) shifts by rule \( z \) and, since there 
is no object to combine with, function composes with the meaning of the subject:

\[
\text{(72) every-Englishman-\( love' \) = every-Englishman' } \circ \text{ } z(love') = \lambda f \text{[every-Englishman'}(\lambda x [love'(f(x))(x)])]
\]

The next piece is the meaning of the relative pronoun \( who \). In Jacobson’s analysis 
\( who \) is responsible for combining the relative clause meaning derived in (72) with the 
meaning of the common noun \( woman \) and it does so by intersecting the sets denoted 
by each of these. In the case of (68), the set denoted by the relative clause is a set 
of functions from individuals to individuals (see (72)). Hence \( woman \) also needs to 
denote a set of such functions (otherwise the intersection would be guaranteed to be 
empty), in particular the set of functions into women:

\[
\text{(73) type } \langle\langle e,e,t \rangle \rangle \text{ meaning for } woman = \lambda g [\forall x [woman'(g(x))]]
\]

Relative \( who \) in turn takes as arguments these two sets of functions and returns their 
intersection:

\[
\text{(74) } who' = \lambda A [\lambda B [\lambda f [B(f) \land A(f)]]] \tag{for A and B variables of type } \langle\langle e,e,t \rangle \rangle \text{ and } f \text{ a variable of type } \langle e,e \rangle
\]

The last piece we need to derive the meaning of the precopular phrase is a suitable 
denotation of for the definite article. Here Jacobson assumes a variant of Partee’s 
(1987) \( \text{IOTA} \) operator, in particular that \( the \) maps a set of functions to the unique 
member of that set. The derivation for the subject of (68) is given in (75) (I have 
renamed the function variable \( f \) in the meaning of every Englishman loves \( h \)):
The subject of (68) thus denotes the unique function with the range women such that every Englishman z-loves that function.

With functional interpretations of the pre- and postcopular phrases in place, we can turn to Jacobson’s analysis of the copula. In so far as the bound variable connectivity effect observed in (68) is argued to follow from the equating of the two functions denoted by the elements flanking the copula, one might propose a type-suitable equative meaning for the specificational copula, as indeed Sharvit (1999:306) does (see (79) below). However, Jacobson (1994) pursues a polymorphic 1-be analysis in the vein of Partee (1986) (see sections 3.3 and 3.4): the copula found in specificational clauses is the copula of predication, though its two arguments are reversed, such that the “predicative” (type \(\langle X, t \rangle\)) element is to the left and the “referential” (type \(X\)) element to the right. In the case of (68), \(X = \langle e, e \rangle\) and be has the denotation in (77b). In order for the copula to combine with the subject, the subject must shift to a “predicative” meaning, i.e. to a type \(\langle \langle e, e \rangle, t \rangle\) meaning. This is done by a functional version of Partee’s (1987) IDENT operator which maps a function to the (singleton) set containing that function:

\[
\text{IDENT}(f) = \lambda g [g \equiv f] \quad (\text{where } f \text{ and } g \text{ are both type } \langle e, e \rangle, \text{ and } \equiv \text{ means semantic equivalence})
\]

Hence (68) composes as in (77):

\[
\text{(77)} \quad \begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{his-mother'} = (69) \\
\text{b. } & \text{is'} = \lambda i [\lambda P[P(i)]] \\
& \quad (\text{for } i \text{ a variable of type } \langle e, e \rangle \text{ and } P \text{ a variable of type } \langle \langle e, e \rangle, t \rangle) \\
\text{c. } & \text{is-his-mother'} = \text{is'}(\text{his-mother'}) \\
& = \lambda i [\lambda P[P(i)]][(\lambda x[\forall y[\text{mother}(x)(y)]]] \\
& = \lambda P[\lambda x[\forall y[\text{mother}(x)(y)]]]
\end{align*}
\]
To summarize: Jacobson analyzes bound variable connectivity in specificational clauses as the result of equating two type $\langle e,e \rangle$ functions. In her system functional interpretations noun phrases arise in two ways: through the presence of a pronoun (as in his mother) or through A-bar extraction (as in the relative clause who every Englishman loves). Following Partee (1987), the equative relation is not the direct contribution of the copula, but rather introduced through type-shifting on the subject. This type-shifting in turn is triggered by the meaning of the copula. As Jacobson notes, this somewhat round-about-way of achieving the identity relation is not a crucial part of her analysis, any analysis of specificational clauses that yields equation at the clause level will do.

Sharvit (1999) extends the semantic approach to opacity connectivity, NPI connectivity, and Principle A connectivity. She offers tentative proposals for Principles B and C connectivity, which are substantiated by Cecchetto (2000).

Sharvit’s account of opacity connectivity relies on Zimmermann’s (1993) analysis of intensional predicates, according to which the opaque reading of They are looking for a nanny (=49b) arises from look for taking a property as its internal argument, here the nanny property. Hence the gap in the relative clause in (78a) (= (49a)) is of type $\langle s,\langle e,t \rangle \rangle$ and the relative clause minus what denotes a set of properties $\langle \langle s,\langle e,t \rangle \rangle,t \rangle$, as shown in (78b). In (78c), relative what applies to this set and picks out the maximum member of the set, with the result that the meaning of the entire subject phrase is the maximum property in the set of properties that they are looking for, i.e. of type $\langle s,\langle e,t \rangle \rangle$.

\( (78) \quad \text{What they are looking for is a nanny.} \)

---

19. The representation in (78b-c) ignores tense and aspect and uses T as a contextually determined variable over plural individuals.

20. The Max-operator is defined as in (i) (= Sharvit’s (24); see also her footnote 6 for a definition of “greatest element”).

i. For any world \( w \) and assignment \( g \), \( \text{Max}(\lambda u \Phi)^{w,g} \) is the greatest element in \( \{ \delta \in C_{\text{type}(u),w} : [\Phi]^{w,g,u/\delta} = 1 \} \) if there is one; otherwise it is undefined.
b. \( \lambda P \langle s,(e,t) \rangle \langle \text{look-for}(t,P) \rangle \)

c. \( \lambda P \langle s,(e,t) \rangle \langle \text{look-for}(t,P) \rangle \)

The key to deriving an opaque, i.e. type \( \langle s,(e,t) \rangle \), reading of the post-copular phrase is, again, that an identity relation is imposed on the pre- and post-copular elements. Instead of attributing the identity relation to type-shifting (by \text{IDENT}) of the pre-copular phrase, Sharvit locates the identity relation in the meaning of the copula itself: 21

\[
(79) \quad \text{be}' = \lambda X \lambda Y [X = Y] \quad (\text{where type}(X) = \text{type}(Y))
\]

Since the \text{be}-of-identity in (79) requires that the two elements it composes with be of the same type, and the subject of (78a) denotes a property (the one given in (78c)), a nanny must be property type as well, and that type-requirement is what derives the opaque reading. In that sense, the availability of such a reading (which is the connectivity effect under investigation) is a by-product of the identity meaning of the copula.

This copula-regulated type-matching between the gap in the pre-copular phrase and the post-copular element is also at work in Sharvit’s (1999) account of NPI connectivity. For an example like like \text{What they didn’t find was any photos from his childhood} (= (48a) above), she proposes that the gap and post-copular phrase are the type of generalized quantifiers \((\langle(e,t),t \rangle)\), which yields the meaning in (80) (as above \( T \) is a variable over plural individuals whose value is contextually determined; compare (80) with Sharvit’s (36)/(38)).

\[
(80) \quad \text{Max}(\lambda Q \langle(e,t),t \rangle [\neg [Q (\lambda y \text{find}'(t,y))]]) = \lambda P [\exists x (\text{childhood-photo}'(x) \& P(x))]
\]

Sharvit further assumes that “any is an indefinite that needs to be interpreted in the (local) scope of a downward entailing operator” (p. 310). This requirement is not met in (80), since \( \lambda P [\exists x (\text{childhood-photo}'(x) \& P(x))] \) is not in the scope of \( \neg \). However, (80) implies (81), in which the scope requirement is met, and Sharvit proposes that any is licensed in (48a) by way of (81):

\[
(81) \quad \neg \exists x (\text{childhood-photo}'(x) \& \text{find}'(t,x))
\]

Finally Sharvit extends Jacobson’s account of bound variable connectivity to binding theory connectivity (examples (44)–(46) above). For Principle A connectivity (\text{What Harvey did next was wash himself thoroughly}, i.e. (44a)), the basic idea is that there is no real binding between the two NPs (Harvey and himself). Instead 21

\[\text{As Sharvit (1999:306, fn. 5) notes, this choice is not essential to her account of opacity connectivity nor of the other connectivity effects. What is essential is that the copula lets the pre-copular phrase determine the type of the post-copular element. Sharvit’s be of identity in (79) does this, but so does Partee and Jacobson’s polymorphic be of predication, which, in its specification variant, is of type } \langle X, \langle X,t \rangle \rangle. \text{ In the case of (78a), } X \text{ would be the type of properties, } \langle s,(e,t) \rangle.\]
the reflexive is taken to be an argument-reducing operation on transitive verbs in the spirit of Reinhart and Reuland (1993). Rather than positing a separate rule for the reflexive, Sharvit exploits the tools used in Jacobson’s account of bound variable connectivity. wash’ shifts by rule z to the meaning in (82) (cf. (70) and (71) above):

\[(82) \quad z(\text{wash}') = \lambda f[\lambda x[\text{wash}'(x, f(x))]]\]

Following Jacobson, the reflexive denotes an identity function on individuals (\(\lambda y[y]\)) which combines with the shifted meaning of the verb to yield the property-meaning in (83):

\[(83) \quad \text{wash-himself}' = \lambda f[\lambda x[\text{wash}'(x, f(x))])(\lambda y[y]) = \lambda x[\text{wash}'(x, x)]\]

The VP-gap in the relative clause is also property-type, which results in a property denotation for the entire pre-copular expressions (through derivational steps analogous to (78b) and (78c) above). Thus (44a) composes as in (84), ignoring tense and the adverbials next and thoroughly, paraphrasing the definition of Max in footnote 20, and letting Harvey’=h:

\[(84) \quad \text{what-Harvey-did-was-wash-himself}' = \text{be}'(\text{wash-himself}')(\text{what-Harvey-did}') = \lambda O(s,e,t) \lambda P(s,e,t) [O = P]([\lambda x[\text{wash}'(x, x)])(\text{Max}(\lambda N(s,e,t)[N(h)])) = \lambda x[\text{wash}'(x, x)] = \text{Max}(\lambda N(s,e,t)[N(h)]) = 1 \text{ iff self-washing is the greatest element in set of properties that hold of Harvey in the world of evaluation.}\]

In this analysis, there is no syntactic licensing of the reflexive by its antecedent in (44a). Rather, the reflexive is possible because a property interpretation is possible (in fact required) for the post-copular phrase. This in turn is the result of two facts: the property-interpretation of the relative clause and the type-matching requirement imposed by the copula. Again, we see that the connectivity effect, here the presence of a reflexive not overtly c-commanded by its antecedent, is a by-product of the semantic composition of the specificational clause.

### 4.4 Further issues

Above I focussed on the dominant accounts of the core data associated with the connectivity question. The research cited above (and other research) has raised further issues that are currently under scrutiny. All I can do here is to mention a few of these. First, there is the empirical question of whether different connectivity effects have an equal distribution within a language as well as across languages (see e.g. Sharvit (1999:321–323; 328–331), den Dikken et al. (2000), Heller (2002), and Heller (2005:9)). Secondly, there is evidence of connectivity effects outside the domain of
copular clauses, including question–answer pairs and sentences with copula-like predicates like consist in. Strikingly, each of the three approaches to connectivity discussed above cites the existence of connectivity effects in question–answer pairs as evidence for their position, though the arguments they offer in support of these claims obviously differ. As far as I can tell, the existence of connectivity effects with copula-like predicates have received less attention. Third, various authors, including Sharvit (1999), den Dikken et al. (2000), and Cecchetto (2000), have pointed out the existence of anti-connectivity effects, which are like connectivity effects in that the normal licensing conditions are not met in the specificational clause, but unlike the regular connectivity effects examined above, the licensing conditions are also not met in the simple clause paraphrase. This is illustrated for reflexive binding in (85), taken from Schlenker (2003:203).

(85) a. What John thinks that Mary likes is himself.
    b. *John thinks that Mary likes himself.

Anticonnectivity effects are potentially problematic for the ellipsis approach and the logical form approach, in so far as their account of connectivity relies on the simple paraphrase being part of the derivation of the connectivity sentence and the normal licensing conditions being met in that part of the derivation. See Schlenker (2003:§5) for further data, references, and relevant discussion.

5 Conclusion

In the introduction, I distinguished three questions regarding copular clauses: the taxonomy question (how many types of copular clauses are there and what are their defining properties), the copula question (how many copulas are there and what is their semantic contribution), and the connectivity question (how are connectivity effects best accounted for and what do they tell us about the structure of the clauses they occur in and about the phenomena involved (binding, NPI licensing, etc.). As the body of the article made clear, there is no consensus on the answers to these questions. That is not to say, of course, that the last three decades of research has not deepened our understanding of copular clauses. I strongly believe that it has. For each question, there is a set of well-articulated and competing proposals, which have led to new questions being asked and old ones are being asked in a more precise way. General theoretical tools, such as semantic type theory and the notion of a common ground, have been applied to the study of copular clauses, and, though not reflected in this article, data from a wider range of languages are now part of the debate.
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